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PREFACE
If you were given a choice, wouldn’t you prefer to

This trend report aims to deepen understanding of

purchase items with guarantees of fair and responsible

fair and responsible business, providing you with

materials sourcing, manufacture, storage, and transpor-

insights in three key areas:

tation? And this begs the question, why aren’t companies
already delivering such guarantees for all products and

What is the meaning of fair and responsible business?

services today?
What are some of the leading fair and responsible
In this report, we examine the implications and challenges

business practices across different industries?

of fair and responsible business. This new approach to
business places fairness and responsibility at the core of

What are some of the key use cases for fair and

the business model, ensuring profits and sustainability

responsible logistics and, specifically, what do

work hand in hand.

successful logistics approaches look like?

This responsibility transformation is being driven by a

We at DHL believe that doing well can only come from

unique fusion of trends such as sustainable consumption,

doing good. As a company we have an obligation not just

globalization, and connection technologies. Their com-

to our employees, customers, and shareholders but also

bined effect is convincing companies to operate with

to the wider society and the environment. By championing

greater transparency than ever before. And this in turn

and advancing fair and responsible logistics, we are

is exposing the negative consequences of mass production.

contributing to a sustainable future for all.

We sincerely believe that the logistics industry can play

Please join us on our journey to responsibility trans-

a key role in this responsibility transformation. Logistics

formation. We hope you find this an interesting and

will be of profound strategic importance in the inexorable

inspirational read.

move towards fair and responsible business. It will enable
other industries to achieve fair and responsible supply

Yours sincerely,

chains and it can become an epicenter of trust building.
By embedding fairness and responsibility into the value
creation process, we see that it is possible for companies
to generate new revenue streams while also creating
shared value with all stakeholders.

Dr. Markus Kückelhaus

Katharina Tomoff

Vice President Innovation

Vice President Shared Value

and Trend Research

Deutsche Post DHL Group

Deutsche Post DHL Group
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UNDERSTANDING FAIR AND RESPONSIBLE BUSINESS

1.1 Introduction: The Need for a New
Business Paradigm
The convergence of mega trends such as globalization,
shifting demographics, and hyper-connectivity has resulted
in a business landscape that is constantly in motion.
In fact, a recent survey by KPMG estimates that every
second global company will significantly change its
current strategy and business model over the next three
years.1 But while digitalization, as a major driver of
renewal, is on everybody’s lips, another transformation is

Figure 1: Making fairness and responsibility profitable; Source:
www.freestockphotos.name

also underway – and it strikes at the very heart of the way
we do business: a responsibility transformation which puts

is being challenged. Efficiency has been stretched to such

fairness and sustainability at the core of the organization.

an extent in many industries that further improvements
are becoming marginal. Furthermore, public attention
is also increasingly drawn to the negative (long-term)

What defines this transformation?

consequences of this approach.2

It is the emergence of a new business paradigm in

Critics, whether environmentalists or opponents of

which economic profits result from creating social or

globalization, argue that the singular pursuit of short-term

environmental value, a paradigm that will ultimately

profits drives the type of irresponsible behavior that’s at

influence every industry, including logistics.

the root of many global challenges: from overexploitation
and pollution of the world’s ecosystems, to wasting the

We all know that business has always been about creating

world’s resources and exploiting the vulnerable, to name

value. In past decades, many companies have pursued

a few. It is easy to think of more accusations and every

a somewhat narrow definition of value. Under pressure

industry – including the logistics industry – is subject

from international competition and financial markets,

to this criticism. Fair and responsible business is also

they have focused on the bottom line and efficiency

being driven by an array of factors (see figure 2) and

measures designed to maximize short-term profits. How-

demanded by a wider stakeholder group, including

ever, it is becoming increasingly clear that this approach

consumers, customers, investors and employees.

WHAT IS DRIVING FAIR AND RESPONSIBLE BUSINESS?

Changing societies:
Growing consumer demand
for more transparency and
fairness from businesses
and an increase in the
consumption of fair and
responsible products

Disruptive technologies:
Convergence of social, mobile,
cloud, and big data technologies connecting societies
around the world and enabling
companies to achieve more
transparency in and access to
their supply chains

Global economies:
Globalization of value chains
has resulted in high levels
of off-shoring production in
developing countries but with
limited impact on quality of
life and income equality

Environment in trouble:
Continued mass production
and consumption of goods
has resulted in record-breaking
pollution levels in industrial
cities, overexploitation of
ecosystems, and growing
resource scarcity

Stringent policies:
More than ever before, there
is an increasing regulatory
framework for compliance
and anti-corruption measures,
as well as social and environmental standards for
businesses

Figure 2: Key global drivers of fair and responsible business; Source: DHL Trend Research
1
2

At least 50% of global CEOs expect that their company’s strategy and business models will have to transform significantly over the next three years – see KPMG (2015)
See Porter and Kramer (2011)
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Most companies are taking these demands to heart. Many

Nevertheless, despite such initiatives, global challenges

have established large corporate social responsibility (CSR)

remain and the public are expecting progress to be made

programs. These initiatives are having positive impact on

quickly and in larger steps. A 2014 international opinion

society and the environment – CSR programs help to

survey by the Deutsche Post DHL Group revealed that

ensure compliance, reduce any detrimental effect of

instead of mere shareholder interest, 71% of people

business operations on society and the environment,

expect companies to respond to the interests of a wider

and stimulate charitable activities. Today, CSR programs

stakeholder group including society and the environment.4

have become the norm around the globe. In fact, more

The majority of respondents also felt that companies,

than 90% of the world’s largest companies publish CSR

particularly large companies, still place higher priority and

reports (see figure 3) to demonstrate their commitment

importance on investors’ interests. Relatively low levels

and contributions.

of public trust in business show how widespread these
attitudes are in many countries. The recent Edelman Trust
Barometer, which is a leading global study on trust, found
of respondents said they trusted businesses.5
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But how is fair and responsible business different
to what we have seen with traditional CSR?
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that in the majority of surveyed countries less than half

Fair and responsible business is an evolution of
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Figure 3: CSR reporting becoming the norm around the world;
the 4,000 largest companies worldwide are based on the 100
largest companies in the 41 countries surveyed; Sources: KPMG
2005 / 2008 / 2013

traditional CSR (see figure 4). It is now a part of the
core value creation process, resulting in the generation
of new revenue streams that ensure value is shared
by all stakeholders.
Fair and responsible business embraces the idea that
doing well comes from doing good. By taking a businessoriented approach to fairness and responsibility,
companies are going beyond the typical compliance
and charity activities associated with traditional CSR.

Another impressive measure of progress is the United

Companies now focus on the concept of creating

Nations Global Compact which is a voluntary initiative for

shared value, turning social and environmental

companies to commit to implementing universal sustain-

challenges into sustainable and fair business models

ability principles in areas such as human rights, labor

that generate value for all parties involved.

standards, and anticorruption. In 2000, only 44 businesses
participated in the UN Global Compact. Today, over eight
thousand businesses are active participants, making it the
largest initiative of its kind worldwide.3

3
4
5

UN Global Compact (2015)
Deutsche Post DHL – Creating Value Through Stakeholder Engagement (2014)
See Edelman (2015)
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FAIR AND RESPONSIBLE BUSINESS APPROACH

Limited connection to the business model: Aimed

Integral to the business model: A social or environ-

at reducing negative social or environmental effects

mental value is at the core of the business model;

of the business model and/or adding positive effects

profits are generated through fair and responsible

through voluntary programs

solutions and practices

Motivation: Reducing any negative activities,

Motivation: Increasing positive activities, contributing

protecting the traditional business model and

to a greater goal, creating new value and profit pools,

the company’s reputation

creating entirely new markets or changing the rules
of competition in established markets

Forms: Citizenship, philanthropy, sustainability in terms

Forms: Business-oriented thinking, sustainability in

of compliance (e.g. reduction of carbon emissions)

terms of creating social and business value

Figure 4: Differences in approach: traditional CSR compared with fair and responsible business; Source: based in part on Porter and
Kramer (2011)

1.2 Early Signs of a Responsibility
Transformation

This shows that fair and responsible business models blend
a profit-maximizing approach with solutions serving socie-

Progress today is chiefly limited by the fact that most

ty’s long-term needs. Companies that adopt these models

long-established companies have kept fairness and

based on shared value creation are driven in their activi-

responsibility orientation largely separate from value

ties by the desire to not just do things better but to also

creation processes. As we know already today, the world

do the right thing. This is how they can provide products

of business is constantly in motion. Forward-thinking

and services that are good for their customers and other

businesses are being driven by the desire to deliver value

stakeholders and for society and the environment as a

not just to shareholders but also to the wider group

whole. This means that their products and services are

of stakeholders.

often innovative; these companies also often use innovative organizational structures and production methods.

New business models will be based on a new way of think-

And they are increasingly able to attract and retain top

ing, currently exemplified best in start-ups and in relatively

talent to work for them.

young digital corporations with highly disruptive business
models. These organizations are giving us a glimpse of
what the responsibility transformation (and the future
of business) will look like. At the core of their business
models often lie social or environmental changes.
A prominent example is Tesla Motors which is following
its vision of affordable electric mobility for the mass
market by forcing the pace of transition to sustainable
mobility. Its electric limousine Model S is already competing successfully in the luxury car segment with vehicles
from established car manufacturers. But for Tesla this is
only a first step in establishing electric mobility as a competitive alternative in the entire automotive industry, not
just in the luxury segment. Tesla is driven by advancing
sustainable mobility and energy around the globe.6

6

Tesla Motors (2015)

Figure 5: E-mobility by Tesla; Source: Tesla.com
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> 1,000

1,000

business activities across all industries. However, most
established companies are unlikely to be wiped out of
business by innovative start-ups, and not all will become

800

social businesses. Nevertheless, it will become the norm
across most business types to adopt a wider definition of

600

value creation and a longer-term profit orientation.
400
200

205

Number of Certified
B Corporations in the USA

Responsibility transformation increases the diversity of

A recently published report by the Conference Board on
revenue growth through sustainable products and services

0

examines how a number of leading companies have
2009

2015

incorporated the new fairness orientation. Dow Chemical,
for example, was encouraged by external stakeholders

Figure 6: Certified B Corporations as an indicator for the prevalence of social businesses – these organizations are certified by
B Lab, a non-profit organization, if they meet “rigorous standards
of social and environmental performance, accountability, and
transparency”; Sources: B Lab 2009 / 2014

“to focus on not just minimizing its [ecological] footprint
but also on delivering products that help address the
global sustainability challenges facing society”. Since then,
Dow has set new focus on advances such as reverse osmosis to tackle water supply issues, lightweight materials to
improve vehicle fuel efficiency, and advanced agricultural

Another indicator that the responsibility transformation

products to improve the global food supply.

is well underway is the rising number of social businesses.
Although not a new development, these types of business

General Electric, a second example, launched its Ecomag-

have surged in popularity in recent years, especially among

inationSM initiative in 2005 to meet the needs of its wider

young entrepreneurs. For example, the number of certi-

stakeholder group. This initiative focuses on environmen-

fied B Corporations (B Corps or benefit corporations) in

tal growth fields such as wind turbines and highly efficient

the United States has quadrupled in the last six years

LED lighting. Examples like these demonstrate the business

(see figure 6). These are for-profit businesses that also

value of fair and responsible business. The report showed

pursue a social or environmental purpose. Aiming to

that of the companies studied, between 2010 and 2013,

increase social impact and hence value, social businesses

revenues from fair and sustainable products and service

use business models designed to provide self-sustaining

grew at six times the rate of overall company revenues.8

finance to address a particular social challenge.7 Generating profit becomes the basis for increasing their activities.
B Corps can often scale their approach much more easily
than traditional social programs, and they are found
across virtually all industries.

Figure 7: GE Ecomagination Initiative; Source: ecomagination.com

7
8

Yunus, M (2008)
Singer, T (2015)
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1.3 Growing Demand for Fair and
Responsible Businesses
The responsibility transformation is not taking place
in a vacuum. It is mirroring a similar development at
consumer level.
Every day, billions of buying decisions are made worldwide

Figure 8: Eu ecolabel; Source: eu-ecolabel.de

and a growing number of consumers are basing purchas40,051

ing decisions on whether a product was manufactured in
a fair and responsible manner. Consumers are increasingly
informed and demand greater transparency concerning
17,935

social and environmental standards. According to a
recent study by Cone Communications, 83% of Americans
consider sustainability when purchasing food and 81%
demand more options available that protect the environshift in consumer behavior by continuously increasing

2015

2011

ment.9 The Internet and social media facilitate this new

Figure 9: Number of products carrying the EU ecolabel; Sources:
European Commission 2014/2015

the reach of information and creating opportunities
for greater transparency.
Likewise, growing consumer awareness strongly influences

Not only is business broadening its definition of value

business practices; a notable example is the rapid spread

creation, but so too are consumers. When making a

of ecolabels that mark environmentally friendly products

purchasing decision, questions about the creation of

and services. Solutions with the ecolabel are designed

individual value (e.g. “Will I look good in this particular

to reduce environmental impact throughout the product

item of clothing?”) are asked alongside ones about the

lifecycle, from the extraction of raw material through to

creation of social value (e.g. “Was it produced under

production, use and disposal (see figure 8).

fair working conditions?”).

In the European Union, the number of products displaying

Let us consider decisions about diet, for example. With

the EU ecolabel has increased by almost 250% over the

burgeoning environmental awareness around the world,

last five years (see figure 9).

the demand for organic food has grown considerably since
consumers adjusted their buying decisions (see figure 10).
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Figure 10: Worldwide revenue from Fairtrade International products, 2004 to 2013 (in million euros); Source: statista.com (2015)

9

Cone Communications (2014)

2013
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But a more drastic trend is also visible – greater dissemina-

Thus, adopting a fair and responsible business approach

tion of knowledge about the effect that meat production

is essential in order to meet customer demands of

has on the environment, climate, and animals means that

today and tomorrow, and to ensure long-term resource

a growing number of consumers are switching to fully

availability. By creating shared value, companies can

vegetarian and vegan lifestyles.

directly benefit through lower costs of operation and by
achieving new and sustainable revenue streams, improved

Consider how fair and responsible businesses are faring

brand perception, and increased customer loyalty.

in this changing competitive environment. Increasingly,
fair and responsible businesses are creating a competitive
advantage in terms of consumer decision making.
Consumers are rewarding ethically produced products

1.4 The Role of the Logistics Industry
in the Transformation

with greater willingness to pay. A recent survey found
that, across product categories and countries, fair and

So how does the logistics industry fit into all of this?

responsibly produced products can achieve a premium
of 17% over the sale price of standard products; 60%

The logistics industry is at the nexus of great global chal-

of consumers are willing to pay a positive premium,

lenges. On the one hand, logistics requires intensive invest-

especially for products that increase social value by

ment of resources, capital, assets, and labor and therefore

directly benefitting humans.

has considerable impact on society and the environment.

10

An example of this is the carbon footprint associated with
the hundreds of millions of trucks on our roads every day.
On the other hand, efficient logistics is vital to world
trade and forms the backbone of many industries.
It improves transparency across the entire supply chain
and can connect the smallest to largest of markets,
creating awareness for social and environmental
challenges as well as opportunities.
Because the logistics industry has an important role
in the adoption of fair and responsible business
practices, it is already addressing many of the transformation challenges. Consider, for example, the
Figure 11: Consumers are rewarding fair and responsible products;
Source: DHL

industry’s measures designed to reduce the environmental impact of logistics activities.
Many of these measures are well known: reducing

In contrast, 71% of consumers have stopped buying

CO2 emissions from transport through more fuel-efficient

products when a company behaves unethically.11 Not

vehicles and fleet management; introducing carbon neutral

surprisingly, many markets linked to fair and responsible

logistics products; designing ‘green’ warehouses that use

business have performed impressively in recent years, and

state-of-the-art energy-efficiency measures; and more.

will continue to do so. The markets for not just organic

Fair and responsible logistics will bring the positive environ-

food but also renewable energy, green buildings, and

mental and societal impact to the next level, accelerating

recycling underline this development – all are projected

the industry’s sustainability agenda and revealing valuable

to at least double in size within the coming years.

new opportunities for logistics providers.

10
11

Tully (2014)
Deutsche Post DHL (2014)
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Secondly, logistics is also about connecting people and
so it can create fair access to opportunities that will
help the underprivileged to improve their circumstances.
Thirdly, the logistics industry can increase transparency
and responsibility in their customers’ supply chains by
promoting and facilitating fair production and trade.

Fair
Access

Fair and
responsible
business

Fair Production
and Trade

Logistics providers have already embarked on the road
to responsibility transformation with initiatives underway
in making fair and responsible logistics a core part
of their business. Yet many challenges lie ahead.
The transformation and adoption of new approaches

Figure 12: Fair and responsible logistics

won’t happen overnight.
There are a number of companies from various industries

Fair and responsible business practices in the logistics

that have successfully implemented fair and responsible

industry will have a major impact in three key areas:

business practices. The following chapter examines these
best-practice cases in detail to provide valuable insights

Firstly, fair and responsible logistics will be a catalyst in

into how lasting value and sustainable profits can be

advancing the circular economy concept which proposes

created simultaneously.

re-using, repairing, refurbishing, and recycling items
that have reached the end of their service life. What
used to be considered as waste can now be turned into
a new resource, hence closing the loop of the circular
economy.12

Figure 13: Fair and responsible logistics as a source of competitive advantage; Source: DHL

12

European Commision (2015)

10
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INDUSTRY BEST PRACTICE

Fair and responsible business practices are developing

2.1.1 Recycling and Reusing Consumer Products

quickly around the world and across industries. Looking
at different use cases from other industries is likely to

Recycling and reuse are the central pillars of a circular

reveal how companies can create sustainable value while

economy. Collecting and redistributing used products or

also making profit. It can also help to identify possible

collecting recyclable materials requires a functioning

approaches for fair and responsible business in logistics.

infrastructure that is tailored to specific material needs.
This infrastructure must also accommodate the require-

In this section, we explore a number of inspiring examples

ments of the (household or corporate) ‘waste producer’.

that are currently found in different industries and that
exhibit approaches of fair and responsible business that

Let’s start by looking at circular economy examples that

can be transferred to the context of logistics. We have

specifically benefit the end consumer. Textile recycling is

selected a number of exemplary cases ranging from

a notably challenging field. In the UK, for example, an

small-scale initiatives and local entrepreneurs to larger-

estimated 350,000 tons of used clothing ends up in land-

scale corporate programs and vast Internet platforms.

fill every year. If the average active use of clothing was

With either a low-tech or high-tech approach, each of

extended by only three months, the carbon, water, and

the companies involved in these initiatives puts the focus

waste footprint of clothing could be reduced by 5-10%.13

on solving a social or environmental challenge at the core
of their business model. These examples are clustered,

The Swiss company I:CO is focusing on this challenge by

as indicated in chapter 1, into three areas of impact:

creating an infrastructure that enables the recycling of

creating the circular economy, creating fair access, and

valuable raw materials from textiles. It provides collection

creating fair production and trade.

boxes and counters in its partner stores, among them
shoe stores, fashion discount stores, and supermarkets.
For every kilo of textiles that consumers drop off, they

2.1 Creating the Circular Economy

receive a voucher with a discount for their next purchase.
I:CO arranges the environmentally friendly hand sorting,

Fair and responsible business practices are driving

re-wear, reuse, removal, and recycling of these collected

promising growth markets. This is especially true in the

textiles. The company currently processes 700 tons of

environmental context, and even more so where resources

textiles a day, and today about 30% of the collected

are concerned. Economies around the world have been

items can be recycled. I:CO aims to completely eliminate

using a linear model of consumption that follows its idea

waste items by 2020.

of ‘take, make, dispose’, a scenario in which materials are
available in large quantities and are cheap to discard.
By understanding economies as circles, common end-oflife concepts can increasingly be replaced. This represents
a real economic opportunity in times of resource scarcity,
volatility in availability and costs, and environmental
destruction through resource extraction. It also takes
into account the needs of future generations by avoiding
waste, re-using resources, and reducing environmental
pollution.

13

WRAP (2012)

Figure 14: I:CO; Source: ico-spirit.com
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Handheld electronic devices are another challenge for
resource efficiency and recycling. As innovation cycles
become faster than ever, many functioning devices are
laid aside when a newer model comes onto the market.
In 2010, 152 million mobile devices (including cell phones
and tablets) were disposed of in the US. Only 17.4 million
units – a meager 11% – were recycled.14 EcoATM increases
the reuse of such devices by establishing a network of
automated e-waste recycling kiosks. Consumers can easily
recycle their devices in one of the almost 1,900 kiosks in
the US while receiving an instant cash payout. When a
device is dropped off for recycling, the model type and
serial number are scanned, and the condition is checked.

Figure 16: Google Project Ara; Source: Google

EcoATM then connects to a network of buyers, searches
for the highest price, and enables the user to make a
transaction.

But what about the consumable items used in consumer
electronics? Hewlett-Packard has an initiative for the
closed-loop recycling of printer cartridges. The company
collects used HP cartridges from customers by offering
free send-in solutions for private users and a free pick-up
service for business users and public institutions. In addition to the plastic recovered from its used ink and toner
cartridges, the company adds plastics from other sources
(such as water bottles) into the manufacture of new HP
inkjet cartridges, which meet high-performance standards.
This HP initiative creates an unprecedented closed-loop
plastic recycling system. More than 75% of HP ink cartridges
and 24% of HP toner cartridges are now manufactured
with recycled plastic.

Figure 15: EcoATM; Source: ecoatm.com

Another innovative concept to prolong the usage of electronic devices is Google’s Project Ara which aims to remedy
the issue of electronic waste through innovations in product design. Project Ara smartphones consist of reusable,
functional modules such as cameras and sensors which can
be swapped at the user’s whim if newer modules become
available. Users can now create a tailored smartphone that
meets their individual functional and aesthetic preferences
and can upgrade parts of their smartphone, rather than
the entire unit. Distribution and reuse models, however,
still need to be developed.

14

EPA(2011)

Figure 17: HP closed-loop recycling; Source: hp.com
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2.1.2 Recycling and Reuse in the B2B Context
While the above examples provide insight into the
recycling and reuse of consumer items, our analysis
now goes a step further into the B2B context. The main
questions are what do reuse and recycling examples in
business look like and how do business motivations and
needs differ from those of the end consumer?
Significantly fewer resources are required to remanufacture
a component than produce it anew. This logic informs
Ricoh’s GreenLine professional copying and printing
equipment. Copiers and printers returning from Ricoh‘s

Figure 19: Caterpillar remanufacturing; Source: caterpillar.com

leasing program are carefully inspected, dismantled, and
put through an extensive renewal process – including the
replacement of key components, appropriate software

Each element undergoes a thorough cleaning process and

updating, and thorough testing – before re-entering

is inspected against strict engineering specifications to

the market under the GreenLine label.

determine if it can be effectively salvaged. Afterwards,
the accepted and worn out components are converted
into production-ready material through advanced salvage
techniques. Cat Reman products are manufactured with
the same rigorous engineering processes used for new Cat
machines and they offer the same performance as newly
manufactured products yet at a fraction of the cost.
There are also ambitious recycling and reuse processes for
less cost-intensive items. Major tire manufacturers such as
Continental and Michelin, for example, have established
programs to increase tire reuse and recycling. Worn-down
tires are increasingly reused through retreading processes.

Figure 18: Remanufacturing electronics; Source: ricoh.com

Where this is not possible, the rubber from end-of-life tires
is used mainly for thermal conversion; the remainder is
then processed into crumb rubber. This enables further use

This equipment is sold with the same warranty scheme

in infrastructure, industrial raw material, and sports fields.

that applies to new devices and meets the same quality
standard as newly produced models. Cisco, which receives
used equipment through its trade-in and take-back
programs, follows a similar approach with its Cisco
Certified Refurbished Equipment program.
The more it costs to purchase an item, the greater the
incentive to remanufacture and reuse it. A good example
of this is the construction machine builder Caterpillar.
Under the name Cat Reman, used machine parts are
remanufactured and remarketed. Machines at the end
of their lifespan are returned to a Reman facility where
they are disassembled down to the smallest part, losing
their original identity.

Figure 20: Tire reuse and recycling; Source: rethinktires.ca
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Besides the recycling of tires, Goodyear has focused on

concept, then agree to sell their products in bulk and join

the sustainable production of its tires by establishing a

in to work as waste-free as possible. Shoppers are encour-

zero waste program for all of its production facilities

aged to use reusable containers for everyday items such

worldwide. Since establishing this program in 2008,

as cereals, juices, and pasta and reusable shopping bags

Goodyear has not sent any production waste to landfill.

for larger items. With Original Unverpackt pushing ahead,

These actions are having a visible impact – in the US,

there are now more stores opening in Germany with the

for example, 87% of end-of-life tires are diverted from

same concept.

landfill and this rate is steadily growing.
When packaging is crucial for the safety of a product,
companies use innovative design and materials to create

2.1.3 Innovation in Product Packaging

more resource-efficient packaging. The computer technology company Dell is a good example. Dell focuses on

Disposable packaging has become a ubiquitous aspect of

continually innovating the design and materials it uses

life – it seems essential for delivering products to the end

for packaging its products, reducing the size of packaging

consumer. So it is no surprise that a significant share of

while maintaining the protective function. Dell has partne-

the waste produced at household level is the packaging

red with Ecovative to use natural, biodegradable materials

from fast-moving consumer goods (FMCGs).

like bamboo and mushroom cushions in its packaging.
Dell has also started its new wheat straw initiative, where

More and more of this is already being recycled or used

wheat straws will be upcycled and used in packaging.

for thermal conversion, yet in 2013 the US generated
14 million tons of plastics waste as containers and
packaging and only 9% of total plastic waste was
recycled.15 Any conventional plastic packaging ending
up in landfill can take up to 1,000 years to decompose.16
Could there be a completely different approach to
distributing FMCGs? Original Unverpackt, a supermarket
in Berlin, Germany, is pioneering a zero waste supermarket concept. The idea is simple: Reduce waste as
much as possible by having zero packaging for products.
The supermarket in Berlin seeks out local producers and
distributors that understand and share the Unverpackt

Figure 21: Zero waste supermarket; Source: original-unverpackt.de

15
16

EPA (2015)
Earth Institute (2012)

Figure 22: Innovative packaging from Dell; Source: dell.com
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The chemicals manufacturing company BASF is also raising
the bar by developing materials that can be more easily
recycled. The large German discount supermarket chain
ALDI SÜD has partnered with BASF to offer its German
customers shopping bags made of BASF’s biodegradable
plastic products Eco Flex and Ecovio which, under certain
conditions such as those found in composting, degrade
within a few weeks. We can envisage a future in which
biodegradable packaging is standard for all products so
we can stop our widespread use of harmful plastics and
polystyrene.

Figure 24: Rubicon Global; Source: rubiconglobal.com

Whether the source of waste is commercial and industrial
or from private households, the process of waste management always occurs in a larger systemic context. Local
governments and administrations play a significant role
in the success of circular economy approaches on a
systemic scale. They are instrumental in providing the
necessary infrastructure and systemic conditions.
Sweden, among other countries, has made great strides in
implementing a circular economy. Cities in Sweden recycle
Figure 23: BASF Eco Flex; Source: plasticportal.com

almost half (47%) of their municipal solid waste. About
52% of this is used to generate heat, while less than 1%
of garbage now ends up in the dump in Sweden.17 Using

2.1.4 Holistic End-to-End Concepts

garbage for energy solves the issue of excessive reliance
on landfill while at the same time it helps to address

Implementing far-reaching recycling and reuse approaches

residents’ energy and heating needs. Energy companies

requires an effective reverse logistics management infra-

get the resource for free and sell the resulting heat and

structure. One example is for the management of waste.

electricity.

Currently most households and businesses have limited
options when choosing waste collection service providers
in their local area. Rubicon Global offers a new approach
for the collection of waste produced by businesses.
Completely independent from other waste service
providers, recycling plants, and landfill owners, Rubicon
serves as a broker for waste management services.
You could call it ‘the Uber for waste’.
Rubicon has established an online network of independent
waste haulers in the US, each bidding to pick up and
recycle trash from business customers such as 7-Eleven
and Wegmans. The company claims to reduce corporate
waste management bills and says that its software helps
to more efficiently find places to recycle, resell, and haul
off commercial waste.
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Figure 25: Recycling in Sweden; Source: sweden.se
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2.2 Creating Fair Access
Building a circular economy and finding ways to address
environmental challenges can help to grow business. This
is also true when examining social challenges. Worldwide,
many people still lack access to better opportunities and
this often presents an insurmountable barrier to their
endeavors.
Fair and responsible business models can improve prospects
for individuals, businesses, and entire regions by creating
new opportunities for the underprivileged – for example,

Figure 26: Grameen Bank – Banking for the poor; Source:
grameen.com

providing access to training, products, and services
adapted to specific needs and circumstances. Local small
businesses empowered in this way can then be connected

Another prominent example of barriers that may prevent

to larger markets, services, and financing. Fair and respon-

people from improving their own conditions is poor access

sible businesses serve to strengthen underdeveloped

to medicine and medical technology. Usually, medical

regions by assisting with infrastructures, providing needed

technology comes at a price level that is unaffordable for

services, and fostering sustainable economic growth.

many healthcare providers in impoverished regions, but
the award-winning Embrace Infant Warmer shows how

Inadequate access to financial services is a major constraint

this can be overcome. At $25 per unit, the Embrace Infant

in the developing world. An absence of basic financial

Warmer costs less than 1% of a state-of-the-art incubator

infrastructure means that the majority of people living

in OECD countries. It is an effective low-cost care solution

in these regions lack access to banking services including

for premature infants which can be used in a clinical or

access to loans. Grameen Bank (GB) in Bangladesh has

community setting, and for transporting babies. It uses an

taken a reverse approach to banking by removing the

innovative wax incorporated in a sleeping bag to regulate

need for collateral – this is how the bank improves fair

the baby’s temperature and can be reused up to 50 times.

access to financial services for the underprivileged.

This innovation can now provide clinics with affordable
access to infant incubators.

GB’s main goal is poverty alleviation by providing
microcredits to the poor with conditions that are both
affordable and appropriate to their customers’ needs.
These credits then serve as the catalyst for further social
and economic development. The banking concept is that
micro-credit loans are more beneficial in the long run
than purely charitable activities because they put to
good use the under-utilized skills of the underprivileged
who can improve their own future.

Figure 27: Embrace Infant Warmer; Source: embraceglobal.org
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For some products, finding the right solution is not about
functionality but instead volume. While the affluent can
afford to spend money on keeping a stock of FMCGs at
their disposal, say a ‘normal-sized’ bottle of shampoo,
many people in the developing world do not have this
luxury. Consumer goods companies such as Unilever
and P&G have introduced single-serve marketing for
FMCGs to alleviate this problem.
They offer products such as shampoo, toothpaste,
and washing powder in small sachets at prices that are
affordable for low-income families. Despite the fact
that this increases packaging volumes, this single-serve
approach has been a success in creating affordable access

Figure 29: Unilevers´s Project Shakti; Source: hul.co.in

in many regions across the world. It has also achieved
significant turnover for the business.
Empowering local entrepreneurs is an approach followed
Besides providing access to essential products, companies

by many retail and supermarket chains such as REWE, a

are also creating opportunities for earning a livelihood.

German supermarket chain and Walmart, the US retail

With its Project Shakti, Unilever is expanding its rural

giant. Walmart’s Inclusive Sourcing strategy aims at

reach in developing regions by integrating business inter-

strengthening local farms and economies by sourcing

ests with societal needs.

directly from farmers and cutting out middlemen. The
retailer has followed this plan for several years.

In the 1990s, when trying to expand in rural India, Unilever
chose a special distribution model. It developed a unique

Walmart’s plan includes training farmers and farm workers

micro-entrepreneurship model that creates livelihood

in crop selection and sustainable farming, and helping to

opportunities for underprivileged rural women by

increase the income of small- and medium-sized farmers.

establishing them as distributors for Unilever products.

And having experienced negative public reaction to poor

According to its Sustainable Living Plan, Unilever wants

animal welfare standards in its supply chain in the past,

to increase the number of Shakti entrepreneurs recruited

Walmart has very recently also made considerable progress

to 75,000 (from 45,000 in 2010).

in improving animal welfare in the consumer industry.

Figure 28: P&G single-serve FMCGs; Source: bloomberg.com
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To make the most of an entrepreneurial spirit, it is vital
for developing businesses to have access to the necessary
infrastructure. Digital transformation is impacting every
aspect of the global economy, and so Internet access is
increasingly important. So far, however, about two-thirds
of the global population lacks Internet access, and this
fact provided the base idea for Google’s Project Loon.
Project Loon consists of a network of balloons traveling
on the edge of space, approx. 20 km above the Earth.
This network is designed to connect people in rural and
remote areas, help fill coverage gaps, and provide Internet access after disasters. The balloons utilize the wind
to travel where they are needed and they form one large
Figure 30: Sourcing locally; Source: walmart.com

communications network by tapping into local telecommunications networks. Each balloon provides Internet
coverage in a diameter of 40 km.

Fostering the entrepreneurial spirit is also part of the
activities of Little Sun, a social business. Besides providing

Project Loon is part of Google’s overall vision to bring

electrical lighting to off-the-grid regions, the project aims

Internet access to developing regions in Latin America,

at creating local jobs and generating local profits. Little

Africa, and South East Asia. Added to this, Google has

Sun is selling high-quality solar-powered LED lamps called

recently announced that it will help connect the nearly

Little Sun priced at less than $30 around the globe, with a

1 billion people in India who lack Internet access by

special focus on off-the-grid communities in Africa. People

providing high-speed WiFi access points at 400 rail

who buy a Little Sun in high-income regions enable the

stations in India.

business to deliver one lamp to off-the-grid communities
in Africa at a locally affordable price. The business also
trains local entrepreneurs to become sales agents for
Little Sun in their community and provides them with
an initial seed capital of lamps and the necessary
support to get started.

Figure 32: Google`s Project Loon; Source: google.com

Figure 31: Little Sun; Source: littlesun.com
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2.3 Creating Fair Production and Trade

products such as flowers and plants, sports balls, and seed
cotton. The Fairtrade Foundation is the world’s largest and

Creating access is an important step. However, this alone

most widely recognized fair trade system.

will not alleviate concerns about irresponsible business
practices or the exploitation of suppliers and workers

While fair trade is well established for FMCGs, the electro-

through unfair conditions. As regions grow closer together

nics industry still faces great challenges in this area. The

and as different technologies are increasingly available,

Fairphone, a smartphone produced by an independent

differences in living and working conditions are becoming

social enterprise in the Netherlands, is one of the most

more apparent, and are much less tolerated.

prominent examples of the attempt to create fair production conditions and fair raw materials sourcing in the

Fair and responsible business practices ensure fair condi-

electronics industry in recent years.

tions and social benefits along the entire supply chain,
from the earliest stages of production all the way to trade.
This includes measures to ensure fair working conditions,
fair pricing, fair sourcing, and more. It also encompasses
provision of more transparent communication about
living and working conditions, along with willingness
to cooperate with partners and suppliers for continuous
improvement.
One of the most well-known examples of working to
establish fair value creation networks is the Fairtrade
Foundation. This non-profit organization aims to foster
fair behavior at all stages of the supply chain by setting
standards for fair trade, minimum prices and wages, and
fair working conditions. All products carrying the Fairtrade
mark have a set Fairtrade Minimum Price, which is the

Figure 34: Fairphone; Source: waag.org

minimum that must be paid to the producers.
Established in 2013, the aim of the Fairphone is to design
and produce a completely ‘fair’ smartphone that increases
transparency in the sourcing of raw materials, production,
distribution, and recycling of electronics and – most importantly – transparency in labor conditions. On Fairphone’s website, their complete supply chain as well as
cost breakdown is on display to demonstrate the importance of traceability and transparency in the electronics
industry.
On a much higher level in terms of production volume,
Intel is following a similar fair sourcing strategy. Intel
Conflict-Free Technology is the chip manufacturer’s
Figure 33: Fairtrade Foundation; Source: fairtrade.net

approach to implementing fair principles in the sourcing
of metals for electronics. Intel is working on validating
the sources of specific metals used in its products to ensure

Furthermore, the producers receive an additional sum,

profits from metals sourced by Intel are not funding

the Fairtrade Premium, to invest in their communities or

human rights atrocities in the Democratic Republic

businesses. Today, thousands of products carry the

of Congo. In 2014, Intel announced that it was shipping

Fairtrade mark. Standards exist for food products such

“conflict-free” microprocessors. Its aim is to use conflict-

as tea and coffee, fresh fruits and nuts, and for non-food

free resources in all its technology products by 2016.
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Fair sourcing is also gaining more importance in the
burgeoning trillion-dollar cosmetics industry. Along with
treating suppliers fairly, another crucial issue for customers
and critics is animal testing. LUSH Cosmetics addresses
both of these issues. Its products are 100% vegetarian,
handmade from fair ingredients, and contain no ingredients for which animal testing was conducted. LUSH is
Figure 35: Intel Conflict-Free Technology; Source: intel.com

also one of only a handful of cosmetics companies that the
Fairtrade Foundation actively promotes. It works directly
with its suppliers, down to growers and producers, to

Fair and responsible sourcing is not only a challenge with

ensure care for the environment and fair conditions for

minerals and metals, but also with some basic ingredients

workers. Another key initiative of the company involves

used in the consumer goods industry. Let us look at how

reinvesting money and knowledge back into communities

Unilever is sourcing palm oil, a vegetable oil used widely

where LUSH producers are located. The organization even

in food production. Palm oil production has been widely

went so far as to buy six thousand hectares of Peruvian

criticized for its irresponsible practices, especially for

rainforest to stop it from being cut down. This area is now

large-scale deforestation and the resulting impact on the

used to sustainably source the rosewood oil used in LUSH

animal world. There has also been serious criticism aimed

products.

at land rights violations on lands owned by indigenous
people, as well as human rights violations and child labor.
In 2013, Unilever launched its Sustainable Palm Oil
Sourcing Policy, which demonstrates a more rigorous
approach to fair, responsible, and sustainable sourcing.
This comprises three key principles: halting deforestation;
protecting peat land; and driving positive economic and
social impact for people and local communities.
A key challenge in the palm oil industry is tracing the
provenance of oil. But without traceability, assuring fair
conditions at the source and along the supply chain is next
to impossible. Unilever is therefore working closely with
its suppliers to overcome existing traceability barriers and

Figure 37: LUSH Cosmetics; Source: lush.com

increase transparency along the palm oil supply chain.
This chapter has presented more than two dozen bestpractice cases for fair and responsible business in the context of circular economy, fair access, and fair production
and trade. These cases illustrate that responsibility transformation offers immense potential for business models
that address an environmental or societal challenge. This
holds true both for start-ups pioneering a new approach
(such as Rubicon and Little Sun) and for established
businesses that adapt their business models (such as
Unilever and Intel). The principles of fair and responsible
business practices that we see in the examples above
serve as seeds of inspiration for the logistics use cases
in the following chapter.
Figure 36: Unilever`s palm oil sourcing; Source: unilever.com
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FAIR AND RESPONSIBLE LOGISTICS

We’ve taken a look at some of the leading best-practice

connects people. DHL, for example, operates in over

It is also labor-intensive and can therefore offer employ-

This next part of our report examines the implications

examples of fair and responsible business today but what

220 countries and territories across the globe. Therefore,

ment and development opportunities to those who work

for the logistics industry, based on the same three fields

does this mean for the logistics industry? How can we

there is immense potential for logistics providers to

in the industry. And because logistics providers manage

of impact as in previous chapters – circular economy,

create fair and responsible supply chains and accelerate

connect and support the growth and development of

trade networks and supply chains on a global scale, they

fair access, and fair production and trade. All of these

responsibility transformation?

prosperity in all regions.

are uniquely positioned to enable fair and responsible

use cases address a pressing societal or environmental

business approaches in other industries.

issue from the logistics provider’s point of view.

The logistics industry forms the backbone of global trade,

To achieve fair and responsible business models, logistics

and is therefore uniquely positioned to support the

providers should leverage the very nature of the industry

It is clear that the logistics industry can play a decisive

circular economy, create fair access, and facilitate fair

itself. The logistics industry is resource-intensive and can

role in enabling the responsibility transformation.

production and trade. Logistics not only connects the

therefore look for new ways to optimize efficiency and

world but it also connects societies and, most importantly,

reduce impact on the environment.
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3.1 Use Cases: Circular Economy
Establishing a circular economy is one of the main

Integrated Reverse Logistics Solution
for Airline Catering

challenges of the 21st century. As long as the traditional
linear consumption model is in place and the consumption
of material products continues to grow, we will experience
an unsustainable increase in resource consumption, resulting in negative environmental impact. Closing the loop
requires a major reorganization of material streams and
processes from manufacturing to product end-of-life
management. Logistics is well equipped and well placed
in economic interactions to play a vital role in creating
the circular economy, whether this is with direct transport,
value-added services, or as a consulting partner.

3.1.1 Rethinking Reverse Logistics
Logistics has long been an essential enabler of end-of-life
solutions. Efforts to divert valuable materials from landfill
and to recycle have increased in recent decades, and so too
has the role of logistics. In addition to the transportation
of materials, reverse logistics is also taking over a growing

Building on its experience with flight assembly preparation
for British Airways, DHL created an innovative logistics
hub at London’s Heathrow Airport. The hub provides
procurement and sourcing services, menu development,
food assembly, and last-mile delivery to aircraft, as well
as an integrated specialist recycling center, enabling
airlines to achieve a ‘zero waste to landfill’ catering service.
The hub’s services allow airlines to improve cost controls
and reduce the environmental impact of their supply
chains. For example, innovative food driers reduce food
waste volumes by 70%, which reduces waste transport
emissions and costs.

number of value-added steps, from covering the front-end
of the recycling process to enabling the reuse of discarded

Source: DHL

yet still valuable products.
The scope of reverse logistics is already impressive. This
is especially true for high-value waste categories such as
electronics where services range from pick-up of used

3.1.2 Recycling-Friendly Trucks and Hubs

products to testing, refurbishing, and redistribution to
new owners. Still, there are many industries and waste

In larger cities, overburdened urban traffic infrastructures

categories that would profit from similarly integrated

feature congestion and air pollution, often damaging

solutions and so logistics providers should rethink

human health and wellbeing. City logistics volumes have

industries for reverse logistics.

significantly grown in the past few years, boosted by the
e-commerce boom, and will probably continue to increase.

Adapting currently used solutions to these new industries –

How can cities successfully tackle this? One way of course,

and developing completely new business models where

is through the adoption of more eco-friendly vehicles,

necessary – is a task that fair and responsible logistics can

such as electric vehicles. But to make a visible impact

successfully address. To a certain degree, this may include

on our roads, logistics providers must reduce the number

further horizontal integration with the recycling indus-

of near-empty delivery vehicles on the road. Therefore,

try. It will also require the optimization of logistics hubs

one solution could be to intelligently combine deliveries

to allow the merging of traditional and reverse logistics

and the collection of recyclables from households and

activities.

businesses for the return journey.
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3.1.3 Facilitating Recycling Networks for
Consumers
Everybody has heard the slogan reduce, reuse, recycle.
Before recycling becomes relevant, searching for reuse
options for used items is the method of choice, according to the waste pyramid. Countless cast-off items (from
clothing to furniture to electronics, etc.) that could still be
reused often slumber in drawers and attics because their
owners lack an easy option to feed them into the reuse
cycle. Capturing value from such items can be a promising
initiative for fair and responsible logistics.
Figure 38: Recycling-friendly hubs; Source: DHL

Established logistics networks offer the possibility of easy
collection, evaluation, and redistribution of reusable items.
Logistics providers could take advantage of these networks

Based on this concept, a multi-purpose truck could support

to establish an integrated collection and resale service.

the circular economy. It would contain flexible interior

The service would include every step, from estimating the

settings that allow the simultaneous transportation of

value of an item at home to picking it up, refurbishing

shipments and recyclables, without the two coming into

it and finding potential buyers, and distributing it to the

contact.

new owner. Consumers would be aided with an easy
app-based evaluation that they could use to value their

When starting out on a route, the truck would only contain

items and decide whether to use the service. Local postal

shipments for delivery. As deliveries are made, the ship-

facilities such as self-service DHL Packstations or parcel

ment compartment would shrink and the compartment

lockers could serve as drop-off points.

for recyclables would grow. At the end of the route, the
truck would only contain recyclables for reprocessing.
This approach would increase the efficiency of city logistics
by minimizing empty runs.
To facilitate the multi-purpose truck, we can also envisage
multi-purpose logistics hubs that integrate reverse logistics
and recycling solutions in the same or a neighboring building. Recyclables such as clothes and old electronics can be
brought into the hub for inspection; depending on each
item’s recyclability, it can be delivered to the next owner
for refurbishing or upcycling.
One example of such a solution is DHL’s warehousing oper-

Figure 39: DHL Packstation; Source: DHL

ations for a leading global electronics company in Turkey.
DHL has taken over the process of inspection and resale
of returned goods on behalf of the customer. A dedicated

When items reach the designated processing facility, the

fleet of vehicles at DHL collects faulty units from more

logistics provider could then conduct the necessary testing

than 200 service centers across Turkey. These units are then

and refurbishing of used items, drawing on experience

brought into the multi-purpose DHL warehouse where the

gained from other logistics activities such as testing and

goods are quickly processed and resold. By doing so, DHL

assembly value-added services. To match potential buyers

has increased the speed of the resale process while also

with the newly tested and refurbished items, logistics

facilitating the circular economy.

providers could either establish their own proprietary
reselling platform or partner with existing smaller
e-commerce ventures.
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Deutsche Post DHL already offers an ‘Electro Return’
service which enables German households to print out
a shipping label from the comfort of their own home, put

Modular, Eco-Efficient Packaging:
The Modulushca Project

old electronics devices into an envelope, and drop this
off at a mailbox. Shipped climate-neutrally with Deutsche
Post’s GoGreen service, the waste devices are then recycled
or reused.

Figure 40: Electro Return; Source: DHL

3.1.4 Promoting Eco-Efficient Packaging

The Modulushca research project, funded by the EU and
supported by partners such as P&G, focuses on standardized, modular solutions for logistics organizations that
will significantly improve transportation, handling, and
storage in the FMCG sector. This involves the creation of
modular, reusable containers that are adopted across an
entire supply chain to achieve the scale effects of using
such standardized packaging solutions for transport and
warehousing. These containers come in a variety of sizes,
are easily configurable, and can be locked onto other
modules.
Source: Modulusha (2015)

Packaging is an integral part of transport and logistics.
Although many advances have been achieved in recyclability and the reduction of packaging, it is still a major source

Designing packaging for easy combination and packing

of waste along the entire value chain, especially when

could also increase the efficiency of transport operations.

considering the sheer volume of envelopes, plastic pockets,

As simple as they may sound, these solutions are far from

boxes and plastic wrapping for pallets that are used for

trivial, because they require the cooperation of a signifi-

shipments every day. By implementing fair and responsible

cant number of players in the logistics industry, as well

business practices, logistics providers can develop more

as initial investment from customers.

eco-friendly and efficient packaging solutions.
This idea sounds like something most logistics providers
should be doing anyway. Indeed, many have developed
their own packaging solutions and offer packaging design
and consulting services as part of their supply chain management portfolio. Nevertheless, there remains significant
potential for standardized and easily combinable packaging solutions, especially in B2B transactions.
Addressable solutions range from innovative packaging
design with less material input and better recyclability to
innovative and locally produced biodegradable materials
and the introduction of new standardized pallet formats.

Figure 41: Eco-efficient packaging; Source: DHL
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3.1.5 ‘Logistics Unverpackt’: Zero Packaging Waste
Making packaging more eco-efficient is a promising
approach. But could it be possible to almost completely
eliminate disposable packaging in logistics processes?
Inspired by the ‘Original Unverpackt’ example in
chapter 2, imagine if all the parcels delivered by logistics
companies on behalf of large e-commerce players had
no extra packaging. If you ordered shoes, a new jacket,
and perfume, for example, your order would be shipped

Figure 42: Metal recycling; Source: DHL

as single items packed in one reusable box. There would
be no additional bubble wrap, air pockets, plastic packag-

Logistics providers generally have a good overview of

ing or cardboard boxes. On delivery, you would take the

local companies, their activities, and even their material

individual items out of the reusable box achieving zero

streams. This information can be used by logistics provid-

packaging waste.

ers to establish a B2B platform which coordinates material
streams and activities, similar to the concept of Rubicon

This would require a number of different packaging

Global in the previous chapter. The aim would be to create

formats, possibly using a modular approach with a multi-

regional matches and thus improve transport efficiency

purpose interior. Reusable packaging would naturally

enabling better use, reuse, and recycling of materials that

be much more valuable than a normal cardboard packet

would otherwise be discarded.

and may require recipients to pay a deposit on their order
(which would typically be refunded with the safe return

Extending this idea further still, the logistics provider

of the box).

that operates this database could also take over the transport of materials (a 3PL approach). It could also use the

In this scenario, a logistics provider could be asked by its

platform to offer 4PL services that improve the efficiency

e-tailer customers to operate their fulfillment centers.

of industrial and commercial waste management. Other

These centers would have individual items in stock, and

waste management businesses can be integrated onto

the logistics provider would control the end-to-end pro-

the platform to widen the array of recycling services.

cess, from order processing to fulfillment and unpackaged
delivery to recipients or local postal facilities.

DHL Envirosolutions

3.1.6 4PL Solutions for Effective Waste
Management
Logistics providers are ideally placed to make use of their
networks and their position as supply chain managers to
enable more efficient material streams. Many companies
lack knowledge about ways to improve their waste
management, or how their production waste could feed
into new supply chains. For example, a company could
find it very useful to discover other businesses in the
same location willing to make use of their ‘waste’. This
type of matchmaking process (matching waste streams
with possible buyers) could achieve greater efficiencies in
transport and warehousing, cut transport volumes, avoid
the use of middlemen such as multiple waste management
companies, and therefore substantially reduce the barriers
to closing the loop of material streams.

DHL Envirosolutions is an integrated approach to waste,
recycling, and energy and environmental compliance that
helps companies meet their environmental targets as well
as reduce their carbon footprint and cut costs along the
supply chain. DHL makes use of its existing expertise and
infrastructure to develop various long-term recycling and
waste management solutions for companies. A key concept is that challenges in waste management can, in fact,
be turned into profitable streams for companies. The complete Envirosolutions package provides a compact collection of services from compliance consulting and data management services to sustainable waste and recycling
solutions.
Source: DHL
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3.2 Use Cases: Fair Access

3.2.1 Off-Setting the Same-Day Delivery Effect

Logistics is about creating connections. This means it can

In recent years, e-commerce has grown considerably.

help to facilitate fair access to goods, services, and new

China’s e-tail market, as one example, has seen a stagger-

opportunities for millions of people around the world.

ing compound annual growth rate of 120 percent since

Logistics providers can use their assets and global networks

2003.18 This strong growth has resulted in an increase in

This mindset change could radically impact business opera-

to create profitable fair and responsible business models.

fast logistics service offerings such as next-day, same-day

tions. For example, logistics providers could improve their

For B2B spare parts logistics, contracts usually require

The first part of this section will focus on fair access in

and even same-hour delivery. These options add to the

market position by offering a certified fair delivery service

rapid replenishment timeframes. On some occasions,

industrialized regions, namely the shift in consumer

comfort and convenience of online shoppers in developed

which also benefits the consumer by giving visibility on the

there is no urgent need to receive a spare part but,

mindset towards accessing products and services in a

regions. But a growing number of consumers are becom-

supply chain process.

because of the contract, this part is rushed via air express

fair manner. The second part will touch upon how logistics

ing aware of the ethical and environmental impact of

companies could use their existing capabilities to build

their decisions and choices. As well as preferring fair

To make this happen, logistics providers must obtain visi-

customers flexible access to fair delivery options. This

access and connections in rural developing regions,

products, many consumers now prefer fair services.

bility of products shipping from place of origin (e.g. China)

would allow fairness over speed, and it would effectively

and ensure that the greenest methods are being used. This

de-stress, slow down, and better utilize capacities in

could necessitate adapting their spare capacities network

the supply chain, orchestrating transportation, storage,

to satisfy the demand for fair deliveries.

and warehousing timing.

contributing to local opportunity creation.

If logistics providers offer fair delivery options, these

It could work like this. At each stage of the fair delivery

consumers may sacrifice speed to ensure their product is

process, parcels would only be put into delivery when free

delivered via fair supply chain operations and minimizing

capacity becomes available. They would be consolidated

the carbon footprint.

with other shipments and never be put into an empty
truck.

networks. Instead, logistics providers could offer B2B

FAIR ACCESS

PROVIDING AID AND RELIEF
OFF-SETTING THE SAME-DAY
DELIVERY EFFECT

Using existing logistics assets and networks
to deliver humanitarian aid to impoverished
communities, especially during crises and
natural disasters

Providing access to fair delivery options that ensure shipments
are always consolidated and logistics capacities are better utilized

RURAL DISTRIBUTION CENTERS

SUPPORTING ‘GO LOCAL’
Internet access

Empowering local businesses through access
to innovative locally sourced logistics solutions

Clean water

Electricity

DISCOUNT DELIVERIES
Making logistics access affordable in
developing regions; shipments are moved
only when there’s spare network capacity

Rural Distribution Center

Local Store

18

McKinsey Global Institute (2013)
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Increasing logistics access in developing,
remote regions by creating a network of
basic logistics hubs; each hub can provide a
community-enabler shop giving access to
water, basic medicines, and electricity
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Creating Access To Regionally
Produced Goods

Figure 43: Rise of same-day delivery; Source: DHL

3.2.2 Supporting ‘Go Local’
For decades in the developed part of the world, the main
idea behind profitable business ventures was to produce
high volumes at the lowest possible price. This is changing
as consumer buying preferences shift towards more

Bauerntüte is a German online grocery store that specializes in selling high-quality regional products. The company
offers a range of local products on its online platform with
a next-day delivery service. The idea behind this start-up
is to simplify access to regional products for those who
don’t have time to visit farmers’ markets but still want
to buy locally. The company aims to recreate the link
between city dwellers and nature that surrounds them,
raising awareness of environmental and regional issues.
Source: Bauerntüte (2015)

sustainable and fairly produced local or regional products.
A growing number of people are basing their purchasing
decisions on shopping locally to obtain higher value rather
than just paying low prices. As a result, a number of startups now feature local operations producing items under
fair conditions. However, these local businesses often face
logistics challenges in optimally storing and distributing
their products.
As consumers demand greater access to fairly produced
goods, logistics companies could provide their established
infrastructure to transport products locally. They could also
make available their existing warehousing capacities for
storage of locally produced items.

Figure 44: Supporting local businesses; Source: DHL

With this L2L (local to local) concept, logistics providers
could greatly contribute to the development of local businesses and thus in turn the community, while promoting

3.2.3 Providing Logistics Access in Developing
Regions

access to fairly produced goods. With Go Local initiatives,
logistics companies could greatly profit from becoming

Fast delivery services are established in developed regions

active players in regional and local markets, enabling

of the world and are increasingly a benchmark solution

local trade and production.

in e-commerce. However in areas that lack basic logistics
infrastructure, it is difficult to access basic logistics services
as they are often too expensive or completely out of reach.
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When people lack access to logistics services, whether
they live in developed or developing countries, they
are effectively cut off from exchanging physical goods
over long distances, and this hinders local economic
development as well as access to healthcare. This need
for connection to people and businesses represents an
opportunity for logistics providers – they could develop
discount delivery options that provide affordable access
to logistics for low-income customers. For example,
customers could be offered a slow delivery variant to
transport items that are not time-critical or an option
that excludes last-mile delivery (items would be trans-

Figure 45: Providing access to logistics in remote areas; Source: DHL

ported to a consolidation center in a target city and
self-pickup by the recipient would be required).

3.2.4 Creating Rural Distribution Centers
Logistics providers could also utilize their distribution
networks to deliver non-urgent necessities such as

Providing access to basic affordable services is a good

medicines and educational materials to impoverished

way to establish company presence in an underdeveloped

regions at a significantly reduced cost by completing

region. Another could be to take an evolutionary approach

delivery only when spare capacity is available.

by building basic logistics infrastructure in communities
that have insufficient capacities for development.

Coca Cola – Enabling Local Economic
Development

By recognizing the potential of these undervalued regions,
logistics providers could expand their reach and establish
local ‘enabler shops’ that are quick to set up and provide
an almost ‘off-the-shelf’ approach to logistics in developing
countries. These enabler shops would foster local economic
activities by offering basic logistics services such as pick-up
and drop-off services that are adapted to local conditions.
Enabler shops would be stationed strategically across a
region and serve as mini hubs that employ local people.
Opening up small operations like this in developing parts

Coca Cola has one of the largest distribution systems in
the world. The company delivers to over 20 million retail
outlets in more than 200 countries. This includes deliveries
to many remote rural villages in developing regions.
Coca Cola recognizes its supply chain both as a means
of doing business and as a means of enhancing the
well-being of individuals and communities where it
operates. As well as providing employment opportunities
for the distribution of its products, Coca Cola establishes
public-private partnerships and uses its networks to
improve the distribution of medicines in developing
regions. The company is also providing safe water to
100,000s people in Africa through its Replenish Africa
initiative.
Source: Coca Cola Industries, McKinsey (2013)

of the world would contribute to higher SME activity and
generate jobs. Once mini hubs are established, logistics
providers could offer additional value-added services such
as electricity (through solar PV installations), clean water
(through water purifiers), basic medicines, and even
Internet access at locally affordable prices.
Similar to the example of Google building Internet infrastructure for developing regions in chapter 2, a strategic
move towards creating logistics infrastructure in developing regions can provide substantial growth opportunities
for logistics providers.
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Being the first mover in a region and investing in infrastructure could provide a solid basis for future business
operations, and will make market entry for latecomers
much harder. In rural developing regions, creating access
could be an investment in the future.

Warehouse in a Box: Fighting Medicine
Stock-Outs and Expiry in Developing
Countries
Figure 46: Disaster and aid relief in remote locations; Source: DHL

and infrastructures often break down and basic amenities
become unavailable. In these circumstances, fair and
responsible logistics can ensure relief, preventing any
worsening of the situation.
Many logistics providers work with the humanitarian
sector on a commercial basis. They support the delivery
Medicine stock-outs in developing countries are a major
problem for delivering healthcare to patients, and
solutions to increase medicine availability are urgently
required. Warehouse in a Box is a warehouse management system that is mobile, easy to use, cheap, and
reliable. The package consists of a tablet device with
pre-configured warehouse management software, a
robust solar charger, and an (optional) wireless barcode
scanner. The solution significantly reduces time spent
on administrative tasks and increases the visibility of
consumption patterns and inventory status which allows
staff to focus their attention towards better forecasting
and planning of medicine use and supply.

of humanitarian aid and donated goods for disaster

Source: DHL

materials into disaster regions. Building on experience

response, international development, and public health
programs around the globe in countries where delivery
is often challenging and off normal trade lanes. Some
companies have created volunteer programs that provide
specialized training for employees who want to offer
assistance in the event of natural disasters and other
extreme emergencies.
Using company assets, networks, and experience in
challenging regions, they organize the transport of relief
gained through working with humanitarian aid projects,
logistics providers could become even more involved by
contributing to building up basic infrastructures connect-

3.2.5 Providing Disaster and Aid Relief

ing isolated communities to the larger logistics network.

As mentioned above, remote rural areas in developing

DHL is already using its extensive logistics networks to

regions often lack basic logistics infrastructure, especially

provide international aid to disaster stricken regions all

for road and air freight transportation. Economic develop-

over the world. In cooperation with humanitarian agencies

ment and even access to critical everyday goods can be a

and NGOs, DHL delivers the crucial emergency supplies

major challenge. This is especially true for disaster-prone

needed within the very first hours or days and also

areas that are often also in some of the poorest regions

coordinates planning, management and local distribution

of the world. When natural disasters strike, supply chains

of the supplies once they have arrived.
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3.3 Use Cases: Fair Production and Trade
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Responsible Business Practice Network

Logistics is the lifeblood of production and trade. It is
the key enabler of global trade and as such can provide
valuable insights along the entire supply chain in every
industry. By building on these insights, fair and responsible
logistics can contribute to more fairness in production
and trade around the world.

3.3.1 Responsibility Spot Checking
Many businesses would like to produce and source fairly
and responsibly, but face challenges to do so. This can be
due to complex supplier relationships at the front-end of
the supply chain or, especially in small and medium-sized

By establishing its Responsible Business Practice network,
the Deutsche Post DHL Group is working on improving
performance in its responsibility areas such as ethical
governance, labor practices and environment.

enterprises, due to internal resource limitations that
prevent companies from extensively checking and
auditing suppliers.
Logistics providers have insights into activities occurring
along the supply chain and are able to aggregate these
insights more easily than other businesses. Similar to the
approach taken by Fairphone in chapter 2, there would
be a significant information gathering phase. Based on
accumulated information about supply chains, supplier
networks, and the conduct of suppliers, logistics providers

As the group also works with a large number of partners
to deliver logistics solutions, there is inherent risk in
complex supply chains. The Supplier Code of Conduct
is implemented as the basis for working relations with
suppliers and subcontractors, specifying expectations on
social and environmental issues. An online tool available
to all partners provides guidance in applying the code in
day-to-day practices. For specific risk profiles, the group
implements further activities to proactively monitor
partner performance.
Source: DHL

could then map out the complete supply chain and
identify potential responsibility checks.
This could be offered by logistics providers as an

3.3.2 Certified ‘Fair’ Logistics Providers

additional option in their supply chain management
activities. They could consult with customers regarding

Like other industries, logistics is having to deal with

possible responsibility risks in the supply chain, and

questions of fairness and responsible business practices

independently suggest alternative suppliers that

and relationships. Logistics providers use a variety of

ensure fair and responsible practices.

suppliers, contractors, and subcontractors and increasingly
will be required to ensure these partner companies
operate responsibly. To signal willingness and the ability
to operate transparently, logistics providers could offer
‘certified fair logistics’ products and services. This initiative
would have to be based on clear, understandable standards of fairness and responsibility and accompanied by
measurable performance indicators. To ensure compliance
to these standards of fairness, logistics companies would
then regularly audit and validate their own and their
partners’ processes according to the standards and
KPIs they have set. They should also report the results
transparently. Certified fair logistics would use only assets
produced by fair and responsible suppliers and use only

Figure 47: Fairphone`s fair and responsible supply chain; Source:
fairphone.com

audited contractors and subcontractors.
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3.3.3 Educating Fair Practices via Smart Labels

Certified fair logistics products and services would demonstrate the commitment of each logistics provider to fair
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To provide this detailed information at the consumer
level, a mere fair product sign will not suffice. Smart labels

and responsible practices. In addition, a certification initia-

In B2B relationships, substantial added value can be

displaying more information (including video, pictures,

tive would provide valuable differentiation from compet-

achieved by increasing transparency in the supply chain.

and data) would be necessary. A promising business model

itive offerings – companies would be able to clearly signal

And transparency is quickly becoming a selling proposition

for fair and responsible logistics would be to offer this

to stakeholders their commitment to fairness and responsi-

for more and more consumers, as evidenced by the success

type of smart labeling, and ensure the end-to-end

bility by choosing a fair logistics provider.

of regional and organic foods mentioned in chapter 1.

monitoring of smart label usage.

The Deutsche Post DHL Group has successfully established

To provide consumer goods companies with added value

Figure 48: DHL GoGreen; Source: DHL

GoGreen, a climate-neutral service. Similar offerings are

and competitive differentiation, logistics providers could

3.3.4 A Marketplace for Fair Products

now widely available in the logistics industry. Customers

carbon emissions and benefit the local people in countries

give end consumers visibility on the products they are

can choose to apply GoGreen to their shipments or logis-

such as Panama and Cambodia. The GoGreen service is

purchasing. For example, when you compare packets of

Consumers are increasingly attracted to fair production

tics processes, with Deutsche Post DHL Group ensuring the

verified by an independent third-party and includes a label

frozen shrimp at the supermarket, there is generally no

and trade practices, as the success of the Fairtrade

offset of related greenhouse gas emissions through inter-

for shipments. And it is expanding towards ‘fair’: from

way of knowing the exact source of the produce, whether

Foundation shows. The logistics industry could use its

national climate protection projects. Those projects reduce

2016, the new Fairtrade Climate Standard will be included.

it has been sourced sustainably, how it has been trans-

position at the heart of supply chains to take a more

ported and whether workers along the supply chain are

active role – it could help to create fair conditions in

receiving fair wages. Companies and consumers may also

production and trade by building an online marketplace

want traceability of raw materials data from cradle to

for fair products. Such an online platform would only

grave or reuse.

sell items that have been fairly produced and traded.

FAIR PRODUCTION AND TRADE

For a logistics provider to operate this marketplace would
require a degree of vertical integration. But this integra-

RAW MATERIALS

MANUFACTURING

TRANSPORTATION

DELIVERY

tion could be a catalyst for fair and responsible business,

SALES

as the logistics provider would start to manage the entire
supply chain – from end to end.

CERTIFIED FAIR LOGISTICS
Confirming that all logistics services are being
conducted in a fair and responsible manner

STORE

wood

This section has illustrated numerous opportunities for fair
and responsible logistics. Each of these use cases targets
FAIR FOOD AND

PRODUCTS

a pressing social or environmental challenge, while also
contributing to long-term profitability and sustainability.

metals

It is clear that by adopting a fair and responsible approach,
logistics providers can help to accelerate the industry’s
sustainability agenda while also gaining competitive
minerals

‘FAIR SMART LABEL’
New initiative which provides product
smart labels; each label contains detailed
information (transparency for the end user)
on product sourcing, production, and delivery

crude oil

advantage through:
Lowering costs of operation with a leaner, zero-waste
approach
Generating new and sustainable revenue streams with
fair and responsible services
Increasing positive brand perception and customer

working conditions

loyalty by going ‘fair’
sourcing

RESPONSIBILITY SPOT CHECKING

To achieve broader impact requires an industry-wide

MARKETPLACE FOR FAIR PRODUCTS

Mapping entire supply chains to identify responsibility
risks and conduct regular spot checking

production

environment

Online marketplaces that sell only products sourced
and produced in a fair and responsible manner,
and that offer fair delivery options

commitment. Therefore, we urge all stakeholders in the
global supply chain to take a proactive role in realizing
the full potential of fair and responsible logistics.
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3.4 Success Factors
The success factors for fair and responsible logistics appear

Overcoming traceability barriers and challenges will

to be the same in all three fields of impact. Whether

be a major task for fair and responsible logistics. As

working to achieve a circular economy, fair access, or fair

traceability increases, especially of raw material inputs

production and trade, it is essential to spread the spirit

which are often difficult to trace, negative social and

of responsible entrepreneurship, promote greater trans-

environmental impacts will become more evident and

parency along the value chain, and increase openness for

quantifiable. And as fair business behavior becomes

collaboration. These are the three success factors for a

more important for customers, governments, and

future of fair and responsible logistics.

companies, it will become an integral part of business
accounting and decision-making processes.

Increase Employee Involvement

Increase Collaboration

In order to leverage the full potential of fair and

Fair and responsible logistics will need to foster a spirit

responsible business, the whole company has to get

of collaboration. No single actor can solve the existing

on board in continually creating, implementing and

responsibility challenges. Collaboration will increasingly

sustaining fair and responsible business models.

be seen as an enabler to attain sustainability. Engaging

Cultivating and spreading a spirit of fair and responsi-

all stakeholders will be necessary; mutual support and

ble entrepreneurship within the company and through-

long-term planning by all players will be essential.

out an entire industry will be essential to the responsibility transformation. It will also be essential in the

The logistics industry is the machine room of global

‘war for talents’. Today’s top talents are increasingly

supply chains, present at every intersection of business.

motivated by positive societal and environmental

While good customer relations have always been

impact. These people will seek employment and stay

important, in future it will be necessary to achieve

loyal to companies that support fair and responsible

even closer interaction with customers. Logistics pro-

logistics.

viders will create cooperative business models both
vertically and horizontally along the supply chain.

Increase Internal and External Transparency

This will also involve creating a sharing culture in

Greater transparency is both a driver and a prerequisite

which business partners must be more forthcoming

for responsibility transformation. It is required, of

with relevant supply chain information and data

course, in corporate communications and also,

and therefore make their contribution to increasing

especially, in corporate processes. While companies

supply chain transparency.

need to consider stakeholder demands for transparency,
they must also – as a basic requirement for fair
and responsible practices – create intra-company
transparency and company-partner transparency.

Conclusion and Outlook

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
This report has identified logistics not only as a key

From the switch to biodegradable packaging to the

catalyst for global trade and a defining component for

certification of fair logistics services, the use cases in

value creation, but also as strategically important in the

this report illustrate ways on how logistics providers can

move towards fair and responsible business. Functioning

accelerate the circular economy and enable fair access,

as an enabler, logistics can assist other industries in

production, and trade.

achieving fair and responsible supply chains. And with
its position and ties to virtually all other industries, logis-

In addition to making a sustainable contribution to our

tics can become an epicenter of trust building, a sort of

society and environment, fair and responsible logistics

guarantor for responsibility and fairness that is respected

providers stand to gain a lasting competitive advantage

by companies and consumers alike.

through lower costs of operation and by achieving
new and sustainable revenue streams, improved brand

Uptake of innovative green products and solutions shows

perception, and increased customer loyalty.

market demand for a sustainable economy. Stakeholder
requests are driving our development of fair and respon-

We believe there is no alternative to adopting a fair and

sible logistics. Of course, there is still a lot of work to do,

responsible logistics approach if we are to overcome the

with the need to overcome cost and time constraints.

challenges of resource scarcity and climate change. We

But it is clear that, when selecting a logistics provider,

must work together today to advance and expand fair,

an employer, or an investment, more and more people

responsible, and ultimately sustainable business models.

are looking for evidence of responsibility and contribution

At DHL, we’re committed to this journey and we invite

to a fairer society and environment.

you to join us in ensuring fair and responsible logistics.
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